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EDITORIAL

An anniversary is always special: it is a moment
of reflection and looking back on accomplishments of the past year. The very first edition of
the Amsterdam Medical Student journal (AMSj),
and the three that followed, the rise of the first
Amsterdam Medical Student conference (AMSc)
but also the new collaborations that evolved,
particularly with the ‘Co-raad’. Together with
the Co-raad we arranged the recent workshop
on scientific writing and we expect many more
collaborations in the near future. As for now we
are preparing a workshop on how to get involved
in research while bridging time for the start of
your internship.
But of course changes also took place inside
our editorial board, we said goodbye to Dr. Kim
Hurkens and Prof. dr. Wolter Mooi, and have
welcomed our new members, Tim de Back and

Marthe Ribbink. In like manner, we are sad to
announce that Yvo Smulders, our Editor in Chief
VUmc, is leaving the journal. Although he will be
sorrowly missed, our new Editor in Chief VUmc
will soon receive a joyful welcoming. Together
we hope to improve and expand the journal even
further.
As for the near future, you will soon receive
more information on AMSc and the coming
workshops. We are thankful for everyone’s
contribution in the past year and are looking
forward to a new year.
Hassina Bahadurzada, Jeske van Diemen,
Gabor Linthorst & Yvo Smulders

AMSJ IS LOOKING FOR NEW MEMBERS
We are currently looking for passionate
new members for the Amsterdam Medical
Student journal (AMSj). The AMSj is the
first scientific medical journal founded by
students from the Academic Medical Center
(AMC) and the VU university medical center
(VUmc), Amsterdam, the Netherlands. By
providing medical students the opportunity to publish their clinical observations,
research papers and case reports, the AMSj
helps students to develop academic skills essential to practicing modern medicine. This
journal is a unique collaboration between two
of the largest medical faculties in the Netherlands, and entirely written, created and published by researchers, teachers and students
from both faculties.

To apply for one of the vacancies, please send your
resume and short motivational letter to info@amsj.
nl before February the 15th 2016. Feel free to share
this vacancy with friend and colleagues!
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BOARD-MEMBER (AMC/VUMC)
The board-member works together with the rest of
the board. They attend monthly meetings together
with the Editors in Chief. Board members focus on
managing the AMSj by maintaining a high level of
public relations (PR), organizing several activities and
workshops. They also have a supporting role in deliberating on new content and keep a close relationship
with the editorial board. We are looking for an individual with affinity for medical research by students,
who likes to work together in a team and likes to take
on new challenges within a young, but promising
journal.

STUDENT CHIEF-EDITOR (VUMC)
The student chief-editor communicates mostly with
the staff chief-editor at the VUmc and the student
chief-editor at the AMC. The chief-editors are responsible for the assessment and approval of submitted manuscripts before they are send out for peer-review. They communicate with authors on manuscript
feedback and make the final decision whether to
accept or reject an article. Thus, the new chief-editor
is someone who has affinity with medical research by
students, who always strives for improvement and is
able to overcome challenges by thinking differently.
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ARTICLE

CLINICAL IMAGE

INATTENTIONAL BLINDNESS

CLINICAL IMAGE

A.L. van der Straten & M. Maas

J.H. Sillevis Smitt, V.G.M. Geukers &
D.E.F.W.M. van Toledo

SUMMARY
Inattentional blindness is defined as the failure to perceive
an unexpected object when attention is focused on another
object or task. In this article we want to create awareness of
the existence of this phenomenon in medicine and advice
you on how to reduce the risk of missing unexpected objects.

reaches our consciousness depends on the relevance. For
instance, imagine yourself in a crowded room having a conversation with a friend. Usually you will not be able to hear
what the other guests are discussing. However, if someone
mentions your name, your attention automatically goes to
that specific conversation because it is meaningful to you.

INTRODUCTION

Another factor of influence is confirmation bias. Our experiences teach us what is relevant, therefore unexpected
anomalies are most likely missed when they occur in a
familiar situation. Radiologists frequently perform a lung
nodule detection, which explains why the gorilla was left
undiagnosed as most of the time nothing as aberrant as
this is seen by our imaging specialists. Attention is automatically filtered away from the details to conserve mental
processing.4

‘Inattentional blindness’ is the failure to notice a fully-visible, but unexpected object because the attention is engaged
in another task. Missing unexpected objects is something
you can encounter in everyday life. Imagine yourself watching a historical film set in ancient Greece. Since you are too
focused on the story you may not notice a major blooper in
which an airplane appears in the background of a scene.1
Our proposition is that inattentional blindness does not
only affect our daily life, but also our medical practice. It is
still an under-exposed phenomenon in medicine and we do
not fully understand the consequences of it for patient care.
How can we explain inattentional blindness? Is it a significant problem for every physician? How can we reduce the
risk of this phenomenon? In order to answer this question,
we conducted a literature search.
The best-known example of inattentional blindness is an
experiment by Simons and Chabris (1999). In this study
observers watch a game of ball-passing with the task to
count the number of passes. During the game someone,
dressed up as a gorilla, walks on the playing field. Despite
being highly visible; 50% of the observers fail to notice the
gorilla2. Furthermore, Drew (2013) demonstrated us that
inattentional blindness also occurs when the observers are
radiologists, who are highly trained in searching for relevant anomalies. In this experiment radiologists were given
the task to detect familiar lung nodule in five CT scans. In
the last scan a small gorilla was visible. 83% of the radiologist failed to report the gorilla, even though eye-tracking
showed that the majority of the radiologists were looking
directly at the gorilla.3
Our brain receives more sensory information than can be
processed directly. Therefore, only a small amount of information captures our attention and is selected to be processed. The remainder never reaches our conscious awareness and the brain fills in the missing information on its
own. Thus, inattentional blindness occurs when the brain
filters away (ir)relevant information and fills in the gaps. In
the case of the study of Drew none of the radiologists expected to see a gorilla in the lung.3
What captures our attention is determined by multiple
factors. However, the most important factor to visually
stand out is a large degree of contrast with the background
and brightness of color. Whether the information actually

The effects of inattentional blindness on the quality of
health care have been poorly investigated. Radiologists are
not the only physicians who are vulnerable to inattentional
blindness. Recently a randomised control study was conducted to determine the presence of inattentional blindness
during surgery. Randomised participants watched a video
of a nephrectomy procedure. Those in the first condition
were asked to keep count of instrument movements, while
those in the second condition were only asked to just watch
the video. Two foreign bodies, a swab and a suture, were
visible during the surgery. At the end of the video the participants were asked to report whether they had observed a
foreign body. Both groups were vulnerable to inattentional
blindness; in the first condition (high cognitive load) there
was a significantly higher level of inattentional blindness
for the swab than in the second condition with low cognitive load, 47% vs. 8%, respectively.5
The conclusion that can be drawn from this is that the
biggest contributor to inattentional blindness is cognitive
load. Meaning inattentional blindness is more likely to
occur while our attention is diverted to multiple tasks. To
reduce the risk of missing unexpected events, it is important to direct our full attention to the primary task. If you
are performing an important task avoid calling or mailing
at the same time.6, 7
Furthermore a recent study demonstrated the influence
of mindfulness training. The participants received a brief
mindfulness training, to enlarge their capacity to monitor
sensory and perceptual stimuli and experiences. After the
training they were asked to perform a task during which an
unexpected distractor appeared on the computer monitor.
Participants who received the mindfulness training were
less likely to experience inattentional blindness than those
in the control group, OR = 1.41. These results suggest that
mindfulness training may increase awareness of unexpected stimuli.8
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CONCLUSION

PRESENTATION

In conclusion, inattentional blindness is an important but
under-investigated cause of errors in the medical world.
Minimising the cognitive load by lowering distractions
reduces the risk of inattentional blindness, while mindfulness training can increase the awareness of unexpected
stimuli and experiences. Our advice? Be aware of the invisible gorilla.

The patient is a 3-year-old girl with constitutional eczema and respiratory problems, who you know from your
paediatric outpatient department. By prescribing a class
two corticosteroid a temporarily effect has been achieved.
During a telephone call her mother tells you that two days
ago an eczema exacerbation appeared and new spots have
developed. In addition, H. is not feeling well but her mother
has not yet measured the temperature. Upon hearing this
story, you arrange an emergency consult.
Physical examination of the skin reveals skin lesions as
depicted below. Beside the shown lesions there are more lesions in the neck, her torso and lower extremities, although
less severe.
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Based on the history and physical examination, you have
the following differential diagnosis:
1.
2.
3.
4.

exacerbation of atopic eczema
secondary bacterial infection of the eczema with, for
example, Staphylococcus Aureus
allergic contact dermatitis to the topical steroid as a result of which this therapy is not effective anymore
secondary viral infection of the eczema with, for example, a herpes virus

Which of these is the most likely diagnosis?

ANSWER ON P. 13
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TRIAL AND ERROR

A STATISTICAL PROBLEM
USE OF PARAMETRIC TESTS FOR SMALL SAMPLES?

TRIAL & ERROR
ASPIRATION

B.I. Witte

M. Nazir & M.W. Hollmann

QUESTION

ANSWER

As a junior researcher I noticed that
there are different opinions on when
to choose nonparametric tests (like
the Mann-Whitney or Kruskal-Wllis test) over parametric tests (like
the independent samples t-test or
ANOVA). Most researchers state that
this depends on the distribution of
the data: parametric tests for normally
distributed data, nonparametric tests
for non-normal data. Therefore, in
every beginners course on statistics
different ways to test/assess normality
are discussed (histograms, QQ-plots,
the Kolgomorov-Smirnov test, and the
Shapiro-Wilk test).
In basic research I often see parametric tests being used in groups that
are smaller than 10; or even smaller
than 5. How to test normality of such
data would be an interesting question
on its own, but in my opinion it seems
strange to consider data from such
small sample sizes as normally distributed. What is your opinion?

Before I answer this question, I first
have to declare a potential ‘conflict of
interest’. Why? Well, I obtained my
PhD in nonparametric statistics, and
as a consequence my education might
bias my answer a bit.
The biggest advantage of nonparametric statistics is that actually nothing
is assumed regarding the underlying
(true but unknown) distribution of
the data. Note that normality is assumed at the population level and not
on the sample level! The lack of such
assumptions make nonparametric
methods wider applicable than the
corresponding parametric methods.
Moreover, they are more robust and
may be easier to use. However, there is
also some statistical theory that tells
us that we may assume normality,
even if the data is a little bit skewed,
as long as our sample is large enough.
Why do we need this theory and use
parametric methods, if nonparametric tests might be (in any case by me)
preferred? Well, nonparametric tests
have less power than parametric tests,
i.e. the probability of rejecting the null
hypothesis when indeed this hypothesis is false is larger for parametric
tests than for nonparametric tests. The
higher the power of a test, the better
it is, hence the more preferred it is to
be used.
But what is large enough for this
theory to be valid, and to allow the use
parametric tests over nonparametric
tests? Well, for sure, a sample of size
5 or 10 is not large enough! Actually,
I doubt a sample of size 5 or 10 is a
preferable sample size anyways, not
just because of normality of the data.
Clearly, in many situations it is too expensive, too unethical or too difficult
(e.g. rare disease) to obtain larger samples. In that case, my advice would be
to use the nonparametric test instead
of the parametric test.

In search for a good rule-of-thumb
to quantify ‘large enough’ to use parametric tests over nonparametric tests,
I did not find any good reference.
Some say 20 is large enough, whereas
others state that you need at least 50.
If your sample is smaller than 50,
my (pragmatic) advice would be to
perform both the nonparametric and
the parametric test. Hopefully, these
tests will yield the same conclusion. If
not, some more advanced statistical
methods may be applied (of course in
consultation with a statistician).

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Both normal data (whose histogram is
shaped like an old clock or ‘bell’) and
non-normal data are rather common
in medical science. Typical examples
of normal outcomes are age, BMI,
and cholesterol level, whereas typical
examples of non-normal outcomes
are triglyceride level, time since treatment, pack or unit years, and number
of swollen joints.
Question: by Wessel Fuijkschot, VU University
Medical Center, dep. of Internal Medicine.

The CT-scan of a 75-year old male,
with recently discovered biliary
pancreatitis for which he underwent
multiple endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreaticographies (ERCP)
showed an increased development of
necrosis. Due to this acute setting, video assisted retroperitoneal drainage
was indicated. Before the procedure,
the patient was seen by an anesthesiologist. Because of the emergency
setting no pre-operative optimization
was feasible. Patient underwent procedural sedation analgesia (PSA), but
almost instantly after initiation of
sedation regurgitation and aspiration
was observed, which made immediate intubation ventilatory support (↓
SpO2) and the placement of a gastric
tube necessary. The procedure was
continued, during which the patient
became hemodynamically instable.
The patient was admitted to the ICU
afterwards, but four days postoperatively little had changed in ventilation
requirements.

The main predisposing factors for
aspiration are emergency settings and
inadequate anaesthesia.1 This makes
one wonder what could have been
done differently to avoid aspiration;
postponing the procedure (due to
emergency not a real option), placement of a gastric tube pre-procedurally, use of a different patient positioning, or anesthesia with rapid sequence
intubation (RSI) instead of PSA? There
is no clear evidence for the use of, for
instance, anti-Trendelenburg position
during intubation, but it should be
avoided in morbidly obese patients.2,3
Though, aspiration is reduced in a
semi-sitting position4, airway management might be more difficult.
The nausea caused by the patient’s
condition, made him regurgitate.
Suctioning via a beforehand placed
gastric tube might have reduced gastric volume. However, this would have
only worked for clear fluids, more
solid contents cannot be suctioned
via a gastric tube, thus success of this
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intervention is debatable. Moreover,
the gastric tube had to be removed
since otherwise the lower esophageal
sphincter remains open increasing
the likelihood of regurgitation. Furthermore, there is no evidence that
RSI is able to reduce aspiration and it
has several complications of its own.5
Nevertheless, it would have been an
option, since guidelines recommend
RSI for patients at risk of aspiration.
In the future, use of anesthesia
with RSI instead of PSA for patients
with increased likelihood of regurgitation will most likely be the better
choice.
1.

2.

OBITUARY

THIRD TIME‘S A CHARM
(Psychosurgery: from lesion to insertion)

3.

A. van Aken & P. de Koning

IN THE OBITUARY ➙
WE ELABORATE ON
A SUBJECT
(DIAGNOSTICS,
TREATMENT,
SYNDROME/DISEASE)
THAT HAS LEFT
MEDICAL PRACTICE.

In the first half of the 1900’s the first real steps into psychosurgery were made.
Tens of thousands of prefrontal leucotomies (lobotomies) were performed on
patients with different psychiatric disorders. Even though this rather crude procedure was at the time already regarded as unethical, risky and unscientific, the
neurologist Egas Moniz still received a Nobel Prize for his work on lobotomies in
1949.
After the introduction of the stereotactic frame, selectivity of subcortical
surgery strongly improved and lobotomies were quickly replaced by stereotactic psychosurgery. However, with the introduction of psychoactive medication
in the 1950’s and 1960’s, the interest in the invasive and irreversible treatment of
psychosurgery subsided strongly.
Since the emergence of deep brain stimulation (DBS) in the 1990’s, returning interest in the field of neurosurgery has been remarkable. DBS involves the insertion of electrodes that deliver electrical impulses to targeted areas of the brain.
Opposed to ablative surgery, DBS is an adjustable and reversible intervention.
For several psychiatric disorders the results are promising and the number of
psychiatric patients treated with DBS is growing steadily (±300 DBS for obsessive-compulsive disorder patients). Today, DBS is considered a promising treatment for psychiatric disorders and for psychosurgery it seems, third time‘s a
charm.
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YVO SMULDERS

M. Maas & S. Spijkers

CHECKLIST

PATIENT DATA

QUESTION 3

• Start inferiorly and work up to the
vertex:

Age: 3 months
Gender: male
Medical history: none
Initial presentation:
ALTE incident, CPR performed
Examination: None

Are there any additional actions needed (beside treatment)?

QUESTION 1

Hint
Diffuse axonal injury, or shearing injury, is
the result of rapid acceleration of the head
in two or more directions. Although this
can occur after certain types of accidents,
like car accidents, this is more often the result of physical abuse such as in the shaken
baby syndrome. Therefore, as child abuse
is suspected, the AMK or Advies Meldpunt
Kindermishandeling (Advice Alert point
Child abuse) should be alerted.

1. 4th ventricle: is it shifted? Compressed? Blood visible?
2. Cerebellum: a bleed or infarct?
3. Brainstem cisterns obliterated?
Check the quadrigeminal and ambient
cisterns.
4. Check lateral ventricles for blood
(especially in occipital horns), size
(especially temporal horns), and mass
effect.
5. Extra-axial blood:
a. extradural haematoma is lensshaped, does not cross sutures; subdural haematoma crosses sutures;
subarachnoid haematoma channels
into sulci and fissures;
b. measure maximum thickness of
clot in millimetres;
c. check circle of Willis,Sylvian fissure for subarachnoid haematoma.
6. Look for intraparenchymal haematomas and contusions, especially
frontal and temporal tips, inferior
frontal lobes and under any fractures
(measure clot thickness in millimetres).
7. Measure midline shift in millimetres at level of septum pellucidum.
8. Check top cuts for effacement of
sulci, often a subtle sign of mass
effect.
• Bone windows:
a. Check five sets of sinuses (ethomoid, sphenoid, frontal, mastoid,
maxillary) for fracture or opacification; the maxillary sinuses may only
be partially seen on standard head
cuts.
a. Look for fracture of orbital apex,
petrous temporal bone or convexities
(if depressed, is it more than a table’s
width? Measure the depression in
millimetres).
a. Check for intracranial or intraorbital air; this is much easier to see on
bone windows than soft tissue windows.

ANSWERS ON P. 14

What are the abnormalities visible on
the CT scan? (Multiple answers possible)
a. Subarachnoid haematoma
b. Subdural haematoma
c. Small fracture dorsoparietal with
thickening of the cranium
d. Intraparenchymal lesions
e. Intracranial air
f. Cerebellar haematoma
Hint
a subarachnoid haematoma is more dense
than brain tissue and therefore shows up
lighter on CT scans, while the surrounding
is less dense and therefore darker. A subdural haematoma is located between the dura
mater and the brain. To see if there are any
fractures, look at the bone-window image.
Also notice how lesions too have a different
density on CT scans.

QUESTION 2
What is the diagnosis in this case?
a. Injuries as a result from an
accidental fall
b. Diffuse axonal injury
c. Severe thrombocytopenia
Hint
Think of the difference between accidental
injuries (linear, near the location of impact)
and abusive injuries (scattered inside the
brain). Also, look up if a new-born with
severe thrombocytopenia would live three
months from delivery.

a. Yes, report to AMK
b. Yes, order MRI to investigate 		
extent of injury
c. Yes, start corticosteroids
intravenously
d. Yes, call general practitioner.

‘Am I going to die?’, was my first reponse when I was asked to write an In
Retrospect. I feel too young to write this.
Anyway, don’t expect me to ‘look back at my career’, as I truly feel as if it has
just started. As a docter, I sense that my skills are improving every year still. To
find the optimum between knowledge, experience, intuition and communicative
skill has been a much more formidable challenge than I ever imagined when I
started my career in medicine.
What have been my career steps and choices? Originally, I was to become a
cardiologist. However, I chose Internal Medicine as my optional clinical rotation
(‘oudste co-schap’), simply because this had been my worst regular rotation,
and I felt I had to master at least some of it to realistically call myself a docter.
Little did I anticipate they would ask me to apply for a residency, and I am still
deeply gratefull to Dr Bob Silberbush, the grand master of Internal Medicine at
the OLVG at the time and still my role model, to convince me to choose Internal
Medicine.
After I became an internist-nephrologist, I went to the VUMC to join the
Vascular Medicine group. This was an enjoyable period, but I consistently felt
more at home in general Internal Medicine than I did in the vascular corner.
I became professor at a young age, and opted for a chair in Internal Medicine,
rather than in Vascular Medicine. When the opportunity came to lead the
Internal Medicine residency program, I didn’t doubt one second. This is where
I belong, it is what I am. I still do some research, but much more selectively, as I
(think I) no longer need to self-justify myself with papers and citations.
Who are you?
Yvo Smulders, born 1967, youngest
of 6, happily together with Anneloes
and 3 kids.
When and where did you graduate?
AMC, where I became an internist
in April 2001
What is your area of expertise?
Internal Medicine
What is your current position(s)?
Professor of Medicine, director
of Residency Program, VUMC,
Amsterdam
What are your research interests?
Whatever is new, ‘out-of-the-box’, and fun. A great experience was the study
using a dog to smell Clostridium-Difficile-infected patients.
Publications? Yes
Awards?
Not really, a few compliments now and then, but I don’t excell in anything
particular, at least not enough to receive a reward. Maybe, some time, an award
for not having excelled in anything in particular, but having maintained a broad
commitment to Internal Medicine?
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MEDICAL ERRORS:
WHY SHOULD FAILING FORWARD BE PART
OF OUR CURRICULUM?
A.W.M. Goorsenberg

INTRODUCTION
Medical errors are universal and to some extend unavoidable. In 2008 the Dutch NIVEL institute calculated that every
year approximately 38.600 patients in the Netherlands will
encounter health related errors, that are potentially avoidable. Of these 38.600 patients, 1960 will not survive.1 Very
recently, the Ear, Nose and Throat (ENT) department of the
University Medical Center Utrecht (UMCU) was publicly
accused of failure to disclose fatal complications that may
have been medical errors. Failure to report a medical error
is as common as making them, according to research on this
matter.2-4 One such study in the Netherlands showed that
of the 354 physicians who filled out, a question on medical
errors, 23% reported not having disclosed an error.4 In a
similar report from Gallagher et al. radiologists were interviewed about errors; only 14% of radiologists reported
always disclosing an error, whereas 51% would only admit
an error if the patient specifically asked whether an error
was made.3 This is in contrast with the transparency that is
requested by the public and unsustainable in times wherein
patients are able to log in in their own electronic health record. In this review I will take a closer look on the definition
of a medical error, the patient’s needs and the physician’s
attitude. I will end with recommendations on how to improve openness about medical errors in teaching hospitals.

THE DEFINITION OF A MEDICAL ERROR
Many articles and hospital protocols use their own definition of an error. In lawsuits, the words ‘avoidable and
blameworthy’ are usually mentioned. But who is able to
define whether a mistake is avoidable or not? Another definition commonly used in lawsuits is that a physician has
only made a mistake if he did not practice medicine “within
the boundaries of reasonable competence”. The Academic
Medical Center (AMC) in Amsterdam uses the following
definition: a medical error is “an incorrect or wrongfully
performed activity or a wrong way of achieving your goal,
with noticeable consequences for the patient”.5 In this case,
a near-miss does not count as an error. Overall, the definition of a medical error remains vague.

WHAT DOES THE PATIENT WANT?
Multiple studies show that patients only want one thing:
complete and open disclosure of an error made by the
physician.6,7 Patients would like to know how the error
occurred, what consequences this error has (had) for
their health, and how the physician or hospital is going to
prevent this error from ever taking place again. Patients
say that their confidence in the physician would only get
stronger if their physician would be open and honest. Some
studies even suggest that a physician is less likely to get
malpractice claims if they are honest about their mistakes.8
Besides complete honesty, patients need to hear the words

“I’m sorry”.6 Physicians on the other hand may be reluctant
to apologize, because of fear that offering an apology may
be held against them if the case would appear in court. It
is important to stress that offering apologies for what has
happened is not the same as saying one is liable.

HOW DOES THE PHYSICIAN REACT?
Physicians agree they should be honest with their patients
about medical mistakes. However, physicians choose their
words carefully and try to avoid the word ‘error’ or ‘sorry’.6
An interesting example was shown in a study by Kaldjian et
al (2007), in which a group of medical students, residents,
and physicians were asked to fill out a questionnaire on
medical mistakes. Nearly all (92-99%) said they would definitely disclose a medical error that had resulted in severe
harm for the patient, whereas 44-70% would disclose an error with minor consequences and only 21% would disclose
an error without consequences (so-called ‘near-miss’).9 This
is remarkable, because one of the main reasons for physicians to disclose an error is to learn from it, and thereby
improve health care.6 Mistakes without consequences are
just as valuable for this purpose as mistakes with severe
consequences.
Sometimes, physicians
are referred to as the
PATIENTS SAY
‘second victim’ of a
THAT THEIR
medical error. Physicians can experience
CONFIDENCE IN
fear and shame and can
THE PHYSICIAN
become insecure about
WOULD ONLY
their competence.
They fear both for
GET STRONGER IF
the patient’s outcome
THEIR PHYSICIAN
following the medical
WOULD BE OPEN
error (empathy), but
also fear for their own
AND HONEST.
reputation and a possible future malpractice
claim.6, 10 These feelings
can ultimately lead to reduced job satisfaction, burn-out
or even clinical depression. To overcome these emotions,
physicians need support from their colleagues, but are
often ashamed to request such support.4,11 The University
Medical Center in Groningen introduced a peer support
program, which is followed by the AMC as of February
2016.12 If a physician or nurse is involved in a medical error,
a colleague (peer supporter) will reach out to him or her. By
doing so, the aim is to lower the threshold for health care
professionals to reach out and seek the help they need to get
through situations like these.
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Hospitals have many different ways to encourage their
personnel towards an open disclosure atmosphere. A study
published by the Law department of the Free University
(VU) in Amsterdam made suggestions based on known
literature and following interviews with physicians and
patients. Hospitals are advised to set up a system of peer
support. Another way to improve a culture of open disclosure among physicians is by making a role model tell about
his or her mistake or to have the hospital disclosing the
total of incidents so physicians can see that they are not the
only one making mistakes. A disclosure coach should also
be appointed to help physicians with their communication
towards patients.7 By blaming the hospitals for not disclosing an error, one ignores the fact that the word ‘error’ itself
has always been interpreted as a negative word. In medical
school, or even before that, the negative connotation of
an error is sawn. Students feel that making a mistake is
a personal failure and in a competitive environment like
medicine it is no surprise that people are reluctant to disclose their errors or wrongdoings. However, mistakes are
unavoidable and instead of silencing them, we should be
using them as positive learning experiences. As John C.
Maxwell, an American author with a focus on leadership,
once said: “We should be failing forward and learn from our
mistakes”.13
The department of internal medicine of the AMC is
trying to promote a culture of open disclosure by arranging
a monthly ‘in retrospect’ meeting. During this meeting a
resident or staff member alternates in disclosing an error to
his or her colleagues. This meeting has been held since 2006
and is attended by many. During this meeting, a safe environment is vital. Despite this safe environment it remains
difficult to find physicians who want to spontaneously
disclose an error. 14 Maybe such willingness would increase
if the frequency of the meetings increases and disclosing
errors during such a meeting is perceived as a normal part
of the culture of the department.
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CONCLUSION
A medical error is unfortunately part of the daily practice,
however open disclosure about such an error is currently
not the case. Physicians should communicate such errors
openly with their patients. This could, in the end, not only
improve the patient-doctor relationship, it could also improve health care and reduce liability claims. Physicians
should learn how to disclose medical errors and avoid reluctance to offer apologies towards the victims. Hospitals
and medical schools should put in more effort to create
a safe and open environment in which making a mistake
is not synonymous to failing. The way we deal with our
mistakes defines being a good physician or not. A trial and
error section like this journal publishes is an incentive to
create a culture of open disclosure.
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HYPONATREMIA:
A COMPLEX MATTER SIMPLIFIED
A. Zwagemaker & M. J. S. Oosterveld

Hyponatremia is the most common
electrolyte disorder in hospitalized
patients. If not treated adequately, it
can lead to serious consequences. Despite its high prevalence, hyponatremia is considered one of the hardest
electrolyte disorders to grasp. In this
review, we aim to give a simplified
overview of the key points to be taken
into consideration when addressing
hyponatremia.

HYPONATREMIA
Hyponatremia is a reduced sodium
concentration in the blood, defined as
a serum sodium level below 135 mmol/
l1. Patients with hyponatremia may
have a great variety of symptoms,
ranging from headache, nausea and
dizziness to more extreme symptoms
like seizures or coma2. As these symptoms are non-specific, the clinician
should keep a keen eye for the possibility of hyponatremia and request
laboratory tests even with a low degree
of suspicion.

THE FIRST STEP:
HYPOTONIC VS. HYPERTONIC
The first distinction to be made is
whether the hyponatremia is a true
hypotonic state (i.e. a condition of low
serum osmolality) or whether hyponatremia has developed secondary to the
presence of another osmotically active molecule. In the latter case, serum
osmolality is actually increased and
has resulted in a shift of water from
the intracellular to the extracellular
compartment, thus lowering serum
sodium concentration. In most cases
hypertonic hyponatremia is the result
of diabetic ketoacidosis, but it can also
follow the intravenous administration
of high doses of mannitol or sucrose.
Hence, as a first step, it is essential to obtain a serum osmolality and
serum glucose in order to exclude hypertonic hyponatremia. In most cases
however, patients will present with a
hypotonic hyponatremia. Therefore,
this article will address hypotonic hyponatremia only.

HYPOTONIC HYPONATREMIA;
THREE TYPES
Hypotonic hyponatremia can be classified into three types according to the
underlying mechanism. Classification
is based on the fluid status of the patient. For this reason, it is mandatory
to obtain a full physical examination
with special attention for signs of
hypovolemia (weight loss, orthostatic
hypotension, dry axilla, decreased
skin turgor, delayed capillary refill) or
hypervolemia (ascites, edema, weight
gain, hypertension). In patients admitted to the hospital, fluid balances and
weight development over the course
of the admission will advance the
quest for the cause of the hyponatremia. However, the diagnostic value of
physical examination alone to evaluate fluid status is limited3-6. Therefore,
the mere absence of physical signs
cannot rule out hypo- or hypervolemia and laboratory testing is almost
always required to provide additional
information5,6. As a minimum, serum
and urine osmolality, sodium and
creatinine levels should be obtained1.
The combination of history, physical
examination and laboratory findings
can be used to assess fluid status and
to identify the underlying cause.
The most common causes of hyponatremia will be discussed below.

1. HYPOVOLEMIC
HYPONATREMIA
There is a loss of extracellular fluid
(ECF) volume. This type of hyponatremia develops as an adequate response
to the loss of water (and sodium), for
instance in patients with diarrhea and/
or vomiting. In response to the loss of
ECF, the body will try to retain sodium
and water, and will do so by the release
of renin and antidiuretic hormone
(ADH), respectively. When the patient
ingests and/or receives hypotonic
fluids (e.g. tea, water or glucose i.v.
solutions) in this situation, more water than sodium will be ingested. As
a consequence, the patient will dilute

the extracellular water compartment,
as excretion of water is limited due to
the actions of renin and ADH. Patients
present with low urine volume. Laboratory results include both low serum
and urine sodium levels1,7.

2. EUVOLEMIC HYPONATREMIA
There is a (sub)normal ECF volume.
This is most commonly caused by an
inadequate retention of water. In most
cases, the kidneys fail to excrete water
due to the activity of ADH. Too much
water stays within the body and therefore the serum sodium level drops.
The release of ADH is inadequate for
the situation, which is why this condition is referred to as the syndrome of
inappropriate secretion of ADH (SIADH). Important causes of SIADH are
pneumonia and meningitis. However,
ADH excretion is also increased in
pain and nausea and therefore SIADH
is a common finding in hospitalized
patients. Other conditions leading to
hyponatremia with a near-normal
ECF volume are hypothyroidism and
adrenal insufficiency: both thyroid
hormone and cortisol are required for
the excretion of electrolyte free water
by the kidneys2,7. In all such cases, the
urinary sodium level is commonly
greater than 30 mmol/l, as the kidneys
are unable to excrete electrolyte free
water (in other words: to dilute the
urine)1. The high level of urinary sodium found in these patients does not
imply a loss of sodium; a finding that
many consider counterintuitive.

3. HYPERVOLEMIC
HYPONATREMIA
ECF volume is increased. Hypervolemic hyponatremia develops in patients with a low effective circulating
volume, most typically in persons
with congestive heart failure. Due
to forward failure, renal perfusion is
compromised and consequently the
kidneys respond by retaining both
water and sodium. Therefore, both
body water and sodium are elevated:
ECF is increased. Edema is a common
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finding in these patients. Other conditions associated with edema, like liver
cirrhosis, renal failure and nephrotic
syndrome, also lead to this type of
hyponatremia. The concentration of
sodium in urine is generally below 30
mmol/l1. In this situation, the urine
should always be tested for protein to
rule out nephrotic syndrome.
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WHAT TO DO IN THE CLINIC
We have discussed the three different
types of hypotonic hyponatremia.
What to do when a patient presents
with a reduced serum sodium concentration? First, hypertonic hyponatremia should be ruled out by
measurement of serum osmolality
and glucose. Secondly, physical examination must be performed in order
to assess the patient’s fluid status. In
the hospitalized patient, fluid and
weight charts will provide additional
information regarding fluid status
and the underlying cause. Thirdly, a
urinary sample should be obtained for
the assessment of urinary osmolality,
creatinine and sodium. Also, nephrotic syndrome must be ruled out.
Finally, an attempt should be
made to determine whether the patient suffers from an acute or a chronic hyponatremia. This can be determined on basis of the progression
of symptoms and laboratory results
over time. As a rule, true acute hyponatremia should be expected when
severe symptoms are seen. Examples
include seizures, pulmonary edema
and coma8. In such cases, hypertonic
saline should be infused immediately.
In all other patients, the direct infusion of hypertonic saline can result in
acute demyelination and is therefore
contra-indicated2,9. In the majority of
patients, the hyponatremia should be
corrected more gradually, based on
the time-period in which it has developed7. In addition to the correction of
hyponatremia, treatment should be
targeted at the underlying disease. Depending on the cause, different therapeutic options exist, ranging from
fluid restriction (i.e. for patients with
SIADH) to pharmacological treatment
(e.g. diuretics for patients with heart
failure)1.
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ANSWER CLINICAL IMAGE
J.H. Sillevis Smitt, V.G.M. Geukers &
D.E.F.W.M. van Toledo

ANSWER
4/ secondary viral infection of the eczema with, for example, a herpes virus.
The diagnosis is based on the “en bouquet” aspect (like herpes labialis) of the
punched-like lesions (for example the three lesions distal on the left hand). Definitely, it is easier when you are able to examine the total body (there were more
round, punched-like lesions also on places where she could not scratch).
Triggered by these findings, you would have focused the history to viral infections. In that case, you would have found out that her mother has had an active
herpes labialis three weeks ago, making the diagnosis even more obvious.
The diagnosis herpes simplex infection is confirmed with a PCR-test. Important is to recognize and treat this viral infection as soon as possible because an
‘eczema herpeticum’ could lead to severe systemic symptoms.

THE TAKE-HOME MESSAGE
When a constitutional eczema suddenly does not respond to treatment, you
might consider a bacterial or viral infection, or an allergic contact dermatitis to a
topical agent.
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Subarachnoid haematoma
above the sella turcica

ALTE, or Apparent Life Threatening Event, is defined as “an
episode that is frightening to the observer and is characterized by some combination of apnea (central or obstructive),
colour change (cyanotic, pallid, erythematous or plethoric)
change in muscle tone (usually diminished), and choking or
gagging”, according to the National Institutes of Health.3
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In this case the cause is diffuse axonal injury as a result
from shaking the baby (shaken baby syndrome). Treatment
for shaken baby syndrome includes regulating the swelling of the brain, however, due to the severe and scattered
nature of the haemorrhages there is not much that can
be done for the infant. The outcome is usually death or
lifelong disability. Alerting the AMK, Advies Meldpunt
Kindermishandeling, is obligatory for the physician.
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Amsterdam Medical Student journal is a scientific medical
journal with the purpose to enable medical students to publish their observations, research articles and case reports.
The journal was founded by students from the Academic
Medical Center (AMC) and the VU Medical Center (VUmc)
in Amsterdam, with the intention to provide education and
development of academic skills for medical students. The
entire journal is created and published by staff members and
students from both faculties.
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An explainable cause for ALTE is found in approximately
50% of cases, and in 0.27%-3% of the total ALTE group this
cause is physical abuse.4 Especially with intracranial haemorrhages abuse is relatively likely to be the cause.
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